A role of burst firings in encoding of spatiotemporally-varying stimulus.
To investigate a role of burst firings of neurons in encoding of spatiotemporally-varying stimulus, we focus on electrosensory system of a weakly electric fish. Weakly electric fish generates electric field around its body using electric organ discharge and can accurately detect the location of an object using the modulation of electric field induced by the object. We developed a model of fish body by which we numerically describe the spatiotemporal patterns of electric field around the fish body. We also made neural models of electroreceptor distributed on the fish body and of electrosensory lateral-line lobe (ELL) to investigate what kinds of information of electric field distorted by an object they detect. Here we show that the spatiotemporal features of electric field around the fish body are encoded by the timing of burst firings of ELL neurons. The information of object distance is extracted by the area of synchronous firings of neurons in a higher nucleus, torus semicircularis.